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For the reasons set forth herein, the American Center for Law & Justice (“ACLJ”), on behalf of
itself and its members, urges that Maryland legislators vote NO on S.B. 664.
The proposed bill is an attempt by abortion proponents unnecessarily to amend Maryland’s
Constitution.
1.

Under the Guise of “Privacy,” this Bill Seeks to Establish a State Constitutional “Right”
to Abortion

Supporters of this bill are seeking to establish a constitutional “right” to abortion that would serve
to invalidate common-sense state abortion-related laws that are supported by a majority of
Americans.
Under the proposed bill, Maryland’s constitution would be amended to include an unlimited and
“inherent right to privacy.”2 “Privacy” is the same rubric under which the Supreme Court purported
to find a constitutional right to abortion in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 154 (1973) (“We, therefore,
conclude that the right of personal privacy includes the abortion decision”). An express privacy
amendment therefore might be read as an invitation to find a right to abortion under the state
constitution.
The experience with other state constitutions confirms this likelihood. The constitutions of eleven
states – Alaska, Arizona, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana, New
Hampshire, South Carolina, and Washington – have provisions explicitly related to a right to
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privacy. Notably, not one of these state constitutions’ privacy clauses expressly mention abortion.
Nonetheless, abortion advocates frequently use privacy clauses in state constitutions to advocate
for a “right” to abortion under state law. For instance, in a 2013 Illinois case, abortion advocates
argued that “because [the Illinois] state constitution contains an explicit right of privacy which the
federal constitution does not have, the right to an abortion under [the Illinois] state constitution is
broader than the right to an abortion under the federal constitution.”3 While the court in that case
ultimately found that “any right to abortion in Illinois is clearly not grounded in the privacy clause
of [the Illinois] state constitution,”4 other state courts have interpreted privacy to include a “right”
to abortion.
For example, the Alaska Supreme Court has interpreted the privacy provision in that state’s
constitution to include a right to abortion. Moreover, the court found that the state constitution was
even more protective of abortion than the U.S. Constitution.5 Alaska’s constitution had been
amended in 1972 to include a provision for a right to privacy. This amendment was “prompted by
a fear of the potential for misuse of computerized information systems,” 6 yet was later used to
create a “right” to abortion.
Similarly, the Supreme Court of California found that all women possess a fundamental
constitutional right to choose abortion under the California constitutional privacy provision. 7 The
Florida Supreme Court has likewise interpreted Florida’s privacy provision.8 The Montana
Supreme Court found a right to abortion in the Montana state constitution stating:
the delegates to Montana’s 1972 Constitutional Convention viewed the textual
inclusion of this right in Montana’s new constitution as being necessary for the
protection of the individual in ‘an increasingly complex society . . . [in which] our
area of privacy has decreased, decreased, decreased.’ This ‘right to be let alone . . .
the most important right of them all,’ as Delegate Campbell put it, ‘produces . . . a
semipermeable wall of separation between individual and state’ in much the same
fashion that a constitutional wall separates church from state.9
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The court also found that, “Montana’s Constitution affords significantly broader protection than
does the federal constitution.”10 This, as in the Alaskan case, is because there is no provision in
the U.S. Constitution for a right to privacy.
The language in the Montana case is quite telling. In quoting Delegate Campbell, the Montana
Supreme Court focused on the apparently diminishing nature of privacy and his belief that privacy
is the most important right. However, we know both that the American people are often content
with their apparent diminishing amount of privacy, and that the right to privacy is by no means the
greatest right. We live in the age of Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and facial recognition as a
means of unlocking our phones. We willingly invite programs to spy upon our activities in the
name of convenience. We are not here today to talk about privacy. That is just a guise. The real
issue here today is whether we are willing to sacrifice the truly greatest right of all – the right to
life.
2.

The U.S. Constitution Clearly States a Right to Life.

While supporters of this bill will argue to the contrary, S.B. 664 is an attempt by abortion advocates
to establish a right to abortion under the Maryland Constitution. However, each and every member
of this body should ask themselves the following question: when are rights protected, and more
specifically, when is the right to life protected?
Although this question has been debated since the highly contested opinion in Roe v. Wade, even
Justice Blackmun himself conceded that Roe fails if it is ever established that an unborn baby has
the right to life.11 Blackmun goes on to state, as a matter of fact, that the right to life would
absolutely trump the judicially fabricated right to abortion created in the majority opinion. Thus,
the author of one of the most controversial Supreme Court decisions to date set the path to
invalidate that same decision. Although the opinion tries to claim that there is no historical
argument to support a preborn baby’s right to life, this conclusion is completely erroneous, with
the most condemning rebuttal found in the United States Constitution and in the Declaration of
Independence.
As Supreme Court Justice Thomas recently noted in a concurring opinion, “The Constitution itself
is silent on abortion.”12 It is, however, clear on the right to life, stating: “nor shall any person . . .
be deprived of life . . . .”13 And we are all familiar with the language in the Declaration of
Independence that says “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”14 However, the opinion of Roe and anyone who supports
the killing of preborn children clearly have missed the meaning of those words. It unmistakably
declares that all men are created equal and endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights. Again, we are endowed with unalienable rights upon creation. Our founders did not declare
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that we are born equal and endowed with rights, but that we were created equal and endowed with
rights.
Therefore, although Blackmun tried so hard to argue that we were never given any indication of
when rights attach, there is clear room for substantiated and vehement disagreement. The
Declaration could not be more clear that rights attach at creation. Furthermore, the language in the
Declaration is equally important, as it states that governments were specifically created to secure
those unalienable rights, of which life is of utmost importance. Therefore, the government of
Maryland absolutely not only has the right to secure the right to life from creation, but the duty to
do so.
Consider that modern scientific developments confirm beyond debate that the life of a human
being, as a biological organism, begins at the moment of fertilization. We’ve all seen the ultrasound
photos of babies before birth. We’ve also heard stories of babies surviving at earlier and earlier
stages of gestation when born prematurely – and even surviving outside the womb at the opposite
end of pregnancy, namely when living in a petri dish after in vitro fertilization before being placed
in a mother’s womb. Given the overwhelming evidence that humans before birth are just as much
members of the human species as you and I, we face a question. Do we want to say that there are
human beings who have no rights at all, not even the most basic right to life?
3.

Roe v. Wade is Highly Controversial and not Settled Law

Abortion is an issue that has torn apart our country for 47 years. Reliance upon Roe to support a
judicially fabricated right to abortion (or “privacy” as supporters of this bill will call it) above the
right to life is misguided. The Roe opinion does claim to find a previously unknown constitutional
right to abortion. However, the rest of the opinion cannot simply be ignored, and as Justice Thomas
so aptly put it, “[h]aving created the constitutional right to an abortion, this Court is dutybound to
address its scope.”15 Supreme Court cases subsequent to Roe have merely assumed the “right” to
abortion created by the Roe opinion, and then address its faults and limit its reach.16
In fact, Roe’s opinion has been limited and attacked repeatedly over the years.
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Furthermore, a 2019 Gallup poll show that 74% of Americans support restrictions on abortion.17
In fact, according to that same poll, 60% of Americans desire abortion to be illegal in most or all
circumstances.18 In other words, a large majority of Americans think that abortion should be
restricted – significantly restricted. Supporters of this bill are seeking to silence the voices of those
Maryland residents who are among the majority of Americans desirous of restrictions on abortion.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the proposed bill should be opposed.
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